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@Erik – would be
absolutely super 
grateful if you could
help me visualise a 
time travel here… 
maybe a 
timemachine…? J

Tey Bannerman
Design Matters Lagos 2023

Maximising your value 
as a designer



100+ offices
and clients in (almost)
every country in the 
world

Partner
and Head of 
McKinsey Design Europe



400+ designers
interaction designers
service designers
user experience designers
design researchers
physical product designers
graphic designers
motion designers
illustrators

1,500 data scientists
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holiday 
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studio
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The emergence of tech disruptions and the pace of 
change have accelerated over the last 10 years

Years

Months

Weeks

Mainframe 
computing

Smartphone
Open-
source SW

Web2.0

Cloud & edge 
computing

Advanced 
analytics

GenAI

Web3.0 VR and AR

Decades

4G/5G

Trust 
Architecture 

1970-2000
Early Mainframe computing

2000s
Global expansion and .com era

2010s
Emergence and

acceleration of Cloud

2020s
Every company is a 
software company

Technological disruptions

Pace of change
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Last year, the number of 
startups in Africa tripled

6x
faster than 
the global 
average

5,200
startups in Africa

Sources: McKinsey, BCG



94,000+ designers
33,000 graphic designers
7,100 web designers
4,900 product designers
5,100 UX designers
4,200 UI designers
746 motion designers

Source: LinkedIn Search, 15th November 2023





The more 
integrated
designers are 
into the 
company, the 
longer they 
stick around



When designers 
learn things 
other than 
design, the 
whole company 
does better



When designers help 
design the business, 
the business does 
better
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1/Integrate





+15%

-25%
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1/Integrate
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2/Learn new things



Tool vitality
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Sep 2023: AI powers higher quality knowledge work that is easier to do and faster.

Supercharge designers 
in an environment 
where everyone can 
move with confidence

Did not 
use AI

Did 
use AI
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Imagine you are a UI expert focused on usability 
and design direction. Please use the 12 Visual 
Design principles to assess the following screen. 
For each principle, please detail issues and 
opportunities. Place into a table format
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In partnership with a beverage client, we 
designed a portfolio of innovative sake 
products and experiences aimed at 
capturing greater share of the UK market 
and fueling exponential growth in sake 
exports

Generated using Midjourney
32
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“

”

The Japanese writing on the bottle is still important… it’s 
iconic, it tells me it’s sake. I’d like a visual cue of the taste I 
should be expecting – cherry blossoms for a floral taste

“ It would be great to get something fast, easy, bubbly…fun, 
interesting flavors…just something I can relax with after a busy 
day with the children

”
“ I feel like I know something my clients don’t. To be able to 

introduce them to sake, tell a cool story about it…something 
like a digestif after a business dinner…

”
“ If I see another table with a beautiful embossed bottle on the 

table, little ceramic sake cups…it’ll make me want to try it

”
“ I love how they present cocktails these days. Super cool 

presentation, something that marries old and new… that’s what 
I think of with a sake cocktail

Customer research was augmented 
by GenAI, helping distil insights and 
identify themes

”
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Prompts of products in customer language generated previously 
unimagined product concepts

Generated using Midjourney
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Prompts of experiences in customer language generated bespoke 
experiences and occasions

Sake tasting at a fusion 
restaurant

Collectible, limited edition flasks Sake pairing at fine-dining 
restaurants

Flavored sake shots at a bar

Generated using Midjourney



Speed Scale
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2/Learn new things
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3/Build the business



When designers help 
design the business, 
the business does 
better





UX and UI: Getting user interfaces, visuals, and the 
underlying user research right

How the role of design is typically 
perceived...



How designers can actually contribute…

UX and UI: Getting user interfaces, visuals, and the 
underlying user research right

Technology and data: Do we have suitable tech and data to 
solve the evolving needs of our business

Legal, HR, and finance: What problems do our internal 
functions face? How can we help them be more effective?  

Adoption and growth: How are we positioning ourselves to our 
target market, and continuously iterating and improving?

Strategy: Is there alignment between our objectives and the 
needs of our customers and employees? Which real human 
problem are we trying to solve? 
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3/Build the business



What should you demand from yourself 
and those around you?

Desire to experiment 
continuously to find new solutions

Continuous value delivery based 
on quick feedback

Culture of individual and team 
achievements recognition

Continuous 
improvement culture

Fail-fast mindset and openness 
to learn from errors

Risk-taking in the pursuit of 
innovative problem-solving is 
permitted and protected

Psychological 
safety

Building strong communities of 
practice through regular 
meetups on specific topics, 
mentorship, sponsorship, etc.

Close engagement with the 
customer through demos and 
research

Collaboration and 
Knowledge sharing
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